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Privacy Post 9/11
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A Balancing Act

• Federal, state, and local governments in 
United States have had significant impact on 
privacy of individuals 

• Government must balance competing 
desires of citizens 
– desire to be left alone 
– desire for safety and security 

• National security concerns increased 
significantly after 9/11 attacks



Privacy Post 9/11

(2006 poll) 70% Americans supported “expanded camera 
surveillance on streets and in public places”

62% supported “law enforcement monitoring of Internet 
discussions in chat rooms and other forums”

61% supported “closer monitoring of banking and credit 
card transactions to trace funding sources”

52% supported “expanded governmental monitoring of 
cell phones and emails to intercept communications”



NSA Wiretapping Post 9/11



Do you think the government should have access to the phone calls 
and emails of suspected terrorists? How should it identify 
“suspected terrorists”?



How would it make you feel if you found out that the government 
could access your phone calls, emails, or social media posting? 
Would you change what you said/wrote in any way?



Title III, Electronics Communications 
Privacy Act, Stored Communications Act
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Patriot Act

• The Patriot Act amended many existing laws. Its 
provisions fall into four principal categories: 
§ Providing federal law enforcement and intelligence 

officials with greater authority to monitor 
communications 

§ Giving the Secretary of the Treasury greater powers to 
regulate banks, preventing them from being used to 
launder foreign money 

§ Making it more difficult for terrorists to enter the United 
States 

§ Defining new crimes and penalties for terrorist activity 



Terrorism In the U.S. 

• Domestic vs. International 
terrorism

• The need to fight terrorism

• Relation to computing 

• The government’s solution



Analysis of the USAPA by 
President Bush

“Surveillance of communications is an essential tool to 
pursue and stop terrorists.  The existing laws were 
written in the era of rotary telephones and Patriot Act 
used state of the art technologies to apprehend 
terrorists.  This bill met with an overwhelming support 
in Congress because it upholds and respects civil 
liberties because of the covert nature of use of 
technology for surveillance.”
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Patriot Act Successes

• Charges against 361 individuals 
– Guilty pleas or convictions for 191 people 
– Shoe-bomber Richard Reid 
– John Walker Lindh 

• More than 500 people removed from United 
States 

• Terrorist cells broken up in Buffalo, Seattle, 
Tampa, and Portland (“the Portland Seven”)



Does knowing the government has far-reaching 
powers to gather information on individuals 
phone calls, emails, Internet usage, etc. 
suppress free speech?
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Patriot Act Failure

• March 11, 2004 bombings in Madrid Spain 
• FBI makes Brandon Mayfield a suspect 

– Claims partial fingerprint match 
– Conducts electronic surveillance 
– Enters home without revealing search warrant 
– Copies documents and computer hard drives 

• Spanish authorities match fingerprint with an Algerian 
– Judge orders Mayfield released 
– FBI apologizes 

• Civil rights groups: Mayfield was targeted for his 
religious beliefs



Who Are the Stakeholders?

• Computer users in the public

• Internet Service Providers

• Tech corporations

• Law Enforcement

• Terrorists/bad actors



Discussion Point 1A: Ethical Question

• The Patriot Act allows for ISPs to “voluntarily” 
disclose information to law enforcement, how will 
the public view the ISP who “might” have had 
information which could have prevented a terrorist 
act? 
§ Use an act utilitarian and social contract theory 

perspective.



Discussion Point 1B: Ethical Question

• Is it ethical to allow ISPs to make the determination 
of whether or not there is an emergency involving 
immediate danger of death or serious physical injury 
to any person?
§ Use a Kantian and virtue ethics perspective.



Discussion Point 1C: Ethical Question

• Is it ethical that the Patriot Act makes law 
enforcements job of apprehending criminals easier 
at the cost of affecting a greater number of 
innocents?



The PRISM Program









The 9/11 terrorist attacks forever change 
the balance between security and freedom. 
Will things ever go back to the way they 
were before the attacks? Would you want 
them to?


